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FRANKFURT: On the 23rd floor of the European
Central Bank’s towering Frankfurt headquarters, on
the other side of a security door, anti-counterfeiting
experts are poring over some of the best fake ban-
knotes in the eurozone. The room, off limits to out-
siders, at first glance recalls a high school science
lab-an unusually well-equipped one.

Lined up on the workbenches are 3D micro-
scopes, ultra-sensitive scales and special devices
designed to detect around a dozen of the safety
features embedded in genuine euro banknotes-and
spot the forgeries. The analysis done by the handful
of specialists in the room helps the ECB keep up to
date with the latest counterfeiting techniques, and
hopefully stay a step ahead.

Twenty years after the launch of the single cur-
rency, the risk of a eurozone citizen holding a fake
euro note is “very slim”, said Jean-Michel Grimal,
head of the ECB’s currency development division.

And the chances have been getting slimmer by
the year. According to the ECB-responsible for issu-
ing bills while the central banks of the 19 eurozone
nations each produce their own coins-banknote
counterfeiting fell to a historically low level in 2020.
Around 460,000 fake euro bills were taken out of
circulation last year, an 18-percent drop on 2019.

By comparison, there are currently 27 billion
genuine euro notes out there. The safety of euro
banknotes has contributed to the “strong trust”
eurozone citizens have in the single currency,
Grimal said, with recent surveys putting support for
the euro at around 80 percent.

Helping police 
The lab’s biggest treasure is a large iron cabinet

that requires two people to open it, each only
knowing part of the secret combination. Inside is a
trove of nearly 1,000 fake banknotes, from five- to
500-euro bills, that have been studied over the past
two decades.

Every eurozone country has its own counterfeit-
ing detection center, but Frankfurt holds the most
“interesting” examples because they are considered
the best imitations, said Eric Languillat, one of the
ECB’s counterfeiting experts. The analysis done
here also helps to give “a quantitative view of the
(fake) notes circulating in Europe”, he said.

The findings are shared with police services like
the EU police agency Europol to help them track
down counterfeiting networks. The ECB’s research
and development teams, tasked with constantly
improving the quality and security of euro bills, also
feed off the lab’s discoveries.

“If we notice the counterfeiters using certain
technological methods, the R&D teams will look at
what they can put in place to counteract them,” said
Grimal. The ECB’s tampering-fighting efforts come
at a price, requiring a sizable annual budget. But the
money spent “is a good investment compared to the
cost of a counterfeiting crisis”, said Grimal.

‘Feel, look, tilt’ 
The Frankfurt analysts examine the bills into the

smallest details. On one computer screen, a genuine
20-euro note is blown up to nearly 70 times its size,
revealing the tiny waves inside the “20” figure,
resembling the ridges of a ploughed field, and quite
a challenge to imitate.

Citizens don’t necessarily “have the instinct to
look closely at notes,” said Languillat.

That’s why the ECB has for years encouraged the
public to use the “feel, look, tilt” method to check
that what they’re holding is the real thing-no micro-
scope required. Special printing ensures no other
notes feel like euro notes, holding a bill up to the

light reveals the watermark and security thread,
while tilting it changes the hologram and color-
shifting images. “If you look carefully at a banknote,
the quality of a fake is generally pretty bad, it
should be easy to spot,” he said. — AFP

FRANKFURT: Eric Languillat, counterfeit expert at the Counterfeit Analysis Center of the European Central Bank
(ECB) use a microscope to check a fifty Euros bill at The European Central Bank headquarters in Frankfurt am
Main, western Germany. —AFP

Inside the ECB’s secret lab 
to sniff out fake euro bills

Banknote counterfeiting in Eurozone fell to a historically low level in 2020 

KUWAIT: The Chief Executive Officer of KFH
Capital (The investment arm of Kuwait Finance
House), Abdulaziz Naser Al-Marzouk, said that the
success of the sale transaction of 110 million of
Qurain shares to Petrochemical Industries Company
in a single auction and in one day against a value
exceeding the opening price by 30 percent affirms
the market readiness to accommodate such major
deals. The market has all the means to conclude and
finalize this kind of deals. Accordingly, this repre-
sents an opportunity to expand the private sector
role and achieve better employment of liquidity. He
indicated that the market needs this kind of stock
deals. KFH Capital is currently considering the pos-
sibility of executing this type of new deals in collab-
oration with local partners considering the major
success achieved from the sale of Qurain shares. 

Al-Marzouk added, in a press release, that
Qurain shares were offered for sale in an auction
with an opening price of Fils 320 per share i.e., a
total value of KD 46.750 million. He affirmed KFH
Capital ability to execute sale and acquisition
transactions of major companies shares. KFH
Capital provides all human expertise, facilities,
technical and organizational arrangements to
achieve such deals, thus providing more invest-
ment opportunities to the company’s customers
and the market in general. 

He praised the success which the sale transac-
tion has achieved, which makes it a model for simi-
lar future successful deals. Also, he appreciated the
remarkable cooperation which KFH Capital

received from Kuwait Petrochemical Industries and
Bourse Kuwait who have exerted all efforts to
make this deal a success and facilitate the conclu-
sion thereof. 

Al-Marzouk reiterated that the advisory services
team at KFH Capital has managed the sale transac-
tion in a professional manner. The sale was made at
the highest price in a transparent and direct auction
comprising 3 competitors. He added that since the

day KFH Capital was appointed by Petrochemical
Industries Company as a sale advisor for the sale of
10 percent of Qurain Petrochemical Industries
Company shares, the specialized team of the com-
pany started the financial study process and the
marketing of this investment opportunity to several
local and global investors. The team has also fol-
lowed up the successful completion of the sale
transaction in an auction at Bourse Kuwait. 

From his side, the CEO - Petrochemical
Industries Company, Mutlaq Rashed Al-Azmi
appreciated and praised the arrangements and
preparations made by all parties to execute the sale
transactions of 10 percent of Qurain shares in an
auction with returns reaching KD 46.750 Million.
He indicated that KFH Capital has managed the deal
in a highly professional; manner and achieved the
best results. The remarkable demand on the auction
and the increase in the share price compared to the
opening price depict the quality of the offered
shares, durability of Qurain financial position,
investors trust and the volume of future accomplish-
ments and plan. 

Al-Azmi added that Qurain Company achieved
major success and remarkable results since the day
it was listed in the Kuwait Stock Exchange. The
company currently controls several companies
working in several fields in the petrochemicals mar-
ket, thus achieving remarkable financial perform-
ance, sundry cash flows, enhancing profitability and
minimizing the risks of depending on a single market
or field of business. He reiterated that the deal which
coincides with the ending of 2021 is the most impor-
tant and successful deal by all measures. He appre-
ciated the efforts exerted by KFH Capital which has
proven its capability to achieve the best marketing
calibers and utilize all its facilities to conclude this
successful deal. The results of the deal have fulfilled
the expectations and aspirations of Petrochemical
Industries Company considering the proceeds from
selling this amount of shares. 

• Al-Marzouk: The deal affirms
the market ability to accommo-
date the purchase of grand
companies shares. 

• Al-Azmi: The sale proved
share’s quality and durability of
Qurain’s position and plans. 

110m of Qurain shares sold in a single 
auction at 30% above opening price

Five surprising 
things to know 
about the euro
FRANKFURT: Do one and two-cent coins
have a future? What does the Dutch town of
Spijkenisse have to do with banknotes? Can
you still exchange Estonian kroons? Here
are some lesser-known facts about the euro,
which entered circulation 20 years ago in
January.

Old habits 
Hidden under mattresses, stuffed into old

furniture or stashed beneath floorboards, old
coins and notes denominated in long defunct
national currencies can still be found in homes
across the eurozone. In Berlin and the neigh-
boring state of Brandenburg alone, some 2.63
million deutschmarks (1.35 million euros) were
exchanged between January and the end of
November 2021.

According to the Bundesbank, there are still
around 12.35 billion deutschmarks (6.31 billion
euros) out there somewhere. Some are in the
hands of collectors, while others are undoubt-
edly held abroad, as the deutschmark was a
prized reserve currency in many countries.

Unlimited amounts of old currency can still
be exchanged into euros in many countries,
including Germany, Austria, Ireland and the
three Baltic states.

Italy stopped redeeming its old coins and
banknotes in 2011, with France and Greece fol-
lowing suit in 2012.

Endangered species 
The European Central Bank stopped pro-

ducing purple 500-euro notes in 2019, argu-
ing that they were rarely used in everyday
life and were making it easier to commit
fraud.

However, you can still pay with 500-euro
banknotes issued between 2002 and 2019. As
of November, there were still some 376 mil-
lion such notes in circulation. At the other
end of the scale, one and two-cent coins may
soon meet a similar fate, as eurozone mem-
bers complain they are cumbersome and
expensive to produce.

Belgium, The Netherlands, Ireland, Finland
and Italy have already begun trying to phase
out the coins by asking retailers to round off
their prices.

Big fat zero 
They look and feel like real cash-but the

zero-euro banknotes created by French sou-
venir entrepreneur Richard Faille in 2015
have no value to anyone but collectors.

The notes have pictures of famous sights
or monuments on one side, and a big fat zero
on the other. Authorized for printing by the
ECB, they are made with the same ink as real
euros and have many of the same technical
features, including watermarks, security
threads, holograms and individual security
numbers. However, they are printed using dif-
ferent paper. 

Stranger than fiction 
In order to avoid inflaming political rival-

ries, the monuments featured on euro ban-
knotes are not real but fictional structures
based on common European design prac-
tices. But the seven fictional bridges featured
on euro banknotes have now been turned
into reality as part of a housing development
in Spijkenisse, a town near Rotterdam with a
population of around 70,000. The real-life
bridges were created by Robin Stam, a
designer from the Netherlands.

Cash capers 
Anyone entering or leaving the European

Union carrying more than 10,000 euros in
cash must declare it to customs. In April, a
man travelling from France to Spain was
intercepted by French customs officers who
found 388,460 euros hidden in 25 socks in
his German-registered van.

But cash amounts declared at customs are
typically much larger than this. In 2020,
German customs recorded 13,335 declara-
tions totalling 31 billion euros, or an average
of 2.3 million euros per declaration. —AFP

Two decades on, euro 
can’t shake reputation 
as price driver
FRANKFURT: Europeans have been living with euro banknotes
and coins for 20 years now, but many still point the finger at the
single currency for covertly driving up consumer prices-despite
plenty of evidence to the contrary. “The euro is a catastrophe, it’s
catastrophic,” says Maria Napolitano, a 65-year-old Italian living
in Frankfurt.

“With 100 deutschmarks, you could fill up your shopping trolley.
Now, 100 euros aren’t enough to fill two bags.” It’s an impression
that is shared by many across the eurozone, from Paris to Rome,
Madrid to Athens. Victor Irun, a 53-year-old teacher in Madrid,
said that for Spaniards the switch to the euro was “like entering a
club for rich people while not wearing the right clothes.

“You had the impression we weren’t yet ready,” he told AFP. “It
was as if we were living in Spain, but paying with French or Dutch
money.” Some Germans even coined a new nickname for the single
currency-”teuro”, a pun on the German word for expensive,
“teuer”. In a 2006 study, university professor Hans Wolfgang
Brachinger compiled an index of “perceived” inflation among
Germans, which measured a “felt” increase in consumer prices of
seven percent between 2001 and 2002, compared with around two
percent normally. 

In reality, however, official statistics showed no pick-up in
inflation in Europe’s biggest economy. “There was a very strong
feeling in several countries that prices had gone up, and yet we
had official  stats tel l ing us otherwise,” said Giovanni
Mastrobuoni, an economics professor at the University of Turin.
In a detailed study on the issue, he tracked the prices of different
everyday goods in the eurozone-from fruit, vegetables and bread,
to beverages and restaurant meals-and found that the prices of
some inexpensive products really did increase as a result of the
switch to the euro. —AFP


